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The University of North Florida
• We have 5 Colleges offering a total of 36
graduate programs.
• Our fall 2013 FTE was 10,400
• We receive an average of 25 ETDs per term
and have about 500 papers in the repository,
covering 1978 forward.

Digital Projects & Preservation Department
• In 2011 the library’s Digital Projects unit was
established & combined with the extant
Preservation department.
• The department is within Technical Services
and has one librarian, three staff members,
and between 1 and 2 student assistants.
• We also receive support from the Metadata
Librarian and the Discovery Enhancement
Department.

Retrospective Theses & Dissertations
• In February of 2011 the library established the
UNF Digital Commons http://digitalcommons.unf.edu
using the bepress Digital Commons platform.
• As permissions were acquired, staff began
digitizing papers, transferring metadata from
catalog records, and uploading to the
repository.

The Next Step: Deposited ETDs
• Both the library and the Graduate School were
interested in moving to electronic only
student submissions.
• In the fall of 2012 the library and graduate
school ceased to accept paper copies.

Fields in the upload form
• Title, author, birthdate
• Year and season of publication
• Keywords, with semicolons as
delimiters
• College, degree name, department
• Advisors, department chair, dean
• Bepress Subject Disciplines
• Abstract
• and finally file and supplemental file
submittal

Student Submission Agreement

Administrative Fields
On the administrative side we also have fields for
• Embargo
• Degree type

Metadata-only option

Workflow

Metadata
• 1976 to Summer 2012: metadata existed in OCLC,
ALEPH and Digital Commons (only for digitized
ones)
• Fall 2012 and on: not in OCLC, metadata directly
added into Digital Commons

Metadata Workflow
• ETD authors: enter keywords used in discipline
• Library staff: provides metadata to be used for
local purposes
• Metadata librarian: assigns controlled
vocabulary metadata (LCSH, creates NACO
names for authors and Departments using
supplemental files and birthdate provided by
ETD author)

Avoid Duplication & Increase Access
• To increase access #1: Retrospectively added URLs
from the digitized ETDs into the OCLC records
(1976 to Summer 2012) to link both records
• To increase access #2: Designed a workflow to
automatically harvest metadata from DC to OCLC
(Fall 2012 on)in order to have quality metadata in
both places without duplication of effort

Harvesting Workflow
1) Library collaborated with BePress to:
a) Adjust administrative form of ETDs to
accept controlled vocabulary metadata
b) Make sure these controlled fields map
correctly into Qualified Dublin Core (QDC) metadata

Harvesting Workflow
2) A feed request is made for UNF ETDs records in
QDC metadata using MarcEdit Harvester

Harvesting Workflow
3) A customized extensible stylesheet XSLT
(crosswalk path) is created and used.

Harvesting Workflow
4) The rest of the edits that cannot be performed
using a stylesheet only, are performed using the
MARCEditor

Harvesting Workflow
5) Brief quality control test is done in OCLC before
batch loading records in OCLC.

Experiences and Challenges
Lessons Learned:
1) Lock access of records’ metadata in DC to
administrators only after ETD is approved (to avoid
students going back and changing controlled metadata)
2) Adjust metadata form students fill in Digital Commons
and voluntarily ask for author’s birthdate.
3) Use Qualified Dublin Core instead of Simple Dublin
Core for ETDs, is more granular.
4) Try to use an extensible stylesheet designed only for
ETDs and customize it enough so that most of the edits
can be performed automatically at this stage.

Future plans & Improvements
• In March of 2014 we had enough content and
departmental interest to begin collecting out
to series underneath each college in addition
to the main series.
• May experiment by adding advisors’ names to
the authority control and see if they can map
successfully from QDC to MARC records.
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